Abstract-We compare two common model inversion architectures, plant inverse (PI) and closed-loop inverse (CLI), by evaluating their ability to achieve settle time performance improvements. The plant models of interest are discretetime, single-input single-output (SISO), linear time-invariant (LTI), nonminimum phase (NMP), and uncertain. We use a simple algebraic analysis to show that PI and CLI yield the same desired to actual output dynamics if the plant is minimum phase. Using a stable inverse approximation when the plant is certain but NMP, the same algebraic analysis shows that CLI achieves superior settle time performance relative to PI when the settle boundaries are tight. Simulation and experimental data are used to derive conclusions when the plant is NMP and uncertain. We show that CLI has superior performance over PI for our plant dynamics of interest when low frequency parametric uncertainty is present. For higher frequency unstructured uncertainty, the distinction between the two inversion architectures is negligible.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in increasing the performance for small, repeated, point-to-point maneuvers. Disk drive applications such as repetitious single-track movements would benefit from this performance increase, as would other applications including automated manufacturing and space-based imaging. The disk drive terminology for these point-to-point maneuvers is seeks, which we generically apply to all the applications of interest. Seek performance is measured by settle time, t s , defined as the time from the start of the maneuver until the measured position reaches and stays within an acceptable distance from the target. Small improvements in each seek's settle time compound and cause a substantial time savings over many repetitions.
We focus on discrete-time, linear time-invariant (LTI), single-input single-output (SISO) descriptions of the applications' plant dynamics. These dynamics nominally include a rigid-body mode and higher-order structural resonances, although structured and unstructured uncertainty in the plant population force any fixed model to be in error across the set. The plant sets typically show structured uncertainty at lower frequencies, and much larger, unstructured variation in the high frequency dynamics. It is extremely difficult to fit a low-order parametric model in the higher frequency range that is accurate across the population. A further complicating factor in the plant sets is nonminimum phase (NMP) zero dynamics. NMP dynamics can arise when the sensors and actuators are noncollocated [1] , a configuration common in our applications of interest. For example, disk drives have the magnetic reader position sensor and voice-coil actuator on opposite ends of the flexible actuator arm. NMP zeros in discrete time dynamics can also result from fast sample rates and high relative degree [2] . As we will see, NMP zeros require special treatment when using model inversion algorithms.
The applications' have large actuator command authority, with actuator commands that do not approach the saturation limits for small motions. Further, saturating actuator commands can excite unmodeled dynamics and lengthen settle time. Thus for short seeks, time-optimal strategies with saturated commands, as in [3] and [4] , do not directly apply.
Finally, the applications' feedback compensator C is usually designed for regulation purposes using knowledge of the plant dynamics P , the disturbance and noise spectra, and performance metrics on the regulated state. Any permanent change to the feedback compensator for seek purposes could negatively affect regulation. Further, temporary changes to the feedback compensator during seeks may require complicated switching to remove transients. Hence, improvements to settle time are best accomplished through exogenous inputs r and u ff , pictured in Fig. 1 .
We desire the exogenous input signals (r, u ff ) which provide settle performance improvements for each plant within the population. Our proposed solution to this problem uses a combination of model inversion and reference command generation, depicted in Fig. 2 . The closed-loop system from Fig. 1 has been recast as the two input, one output system G. We use an LTI system V and a desired command profile y d to parameterize the input signals (r, u ff ). If y d is a fixed trajectory and the motion is repetitive, many output tracking techniques exist to design V , including Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [5] [6] and model inversion [7] - [19] . We are interested in improving settle performance, not tracking error with fixed y d , and thus use the system F to modify both the duration and shape of y d in order to decrease t s . In this case, the model inversion techniques are a more desirable choice for V than ILC because, given a parametric model inverse, they will generate signals (r, u ff ) for any y d .
Many questions arise in the pursuit of this approach. While the choices for F and NMP inversion algorithm are crucial, they are outside the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus here on two common architecture choices for V , plant inverse (PI) and closed-loop inverse (CLI), and evaluate their performance in the presence of uncertain P . The evaluation includes a simplified system F which computes a series of y d trajectories of decreasing duration and increasing aggressiveness. The following two sections develop the PI and CLI inversion architectures and present the zero phase error tracking controller (ZPETC) method for NMP system inversion. Sections IV through VI present comparison data from algebraic, simulation, and experimental points of view. The final section, VII, discusses conclusions from the comparison data and motivates further work in the pursuit of our settle time reduction goal.
II. INVERSION ARCHITECTURES
We are interested in determining the non-square model inverse V from Fig. 2 . This is challenging because many multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) inversion schemes require the number of inputs to equal the number of outputs [7] , [8] . Fortunately, constraining the internal architecture of V can convert the original problem into SISO inversion. We now investigate two common architectures for V which result in SISO systems for inversion: the plant inverse (PI) architecture and the closed-loop inverse (CLI) architecture.
A. Plant Inverse (PI) Architecture
The plant inverse feedforward architecture with error feedback, as in Fig. 3 , is routinely used in industry and has been investigated by many in the literature (e.g., [8] - [11] ). The model inverse V which implements this architecture is
and P
−1 o
is the plant inverse based on a nominal model. The subscript o will be used throughout this paper to denote the nominal model. If P
is the exact inverse of the plant dynamics (P
, the feedforward system creates a u ff input which forces the plant output y to track the desired output y d without error. Of course, structured and unstructured uncertainty in P make exact inversion impossible, causing y d − y to be nonzero and exciting the closed-loop dynamics. This can have drastic effects on t s because the closed-loop dynamics may be much slower than desired for seeking.
B. Closed-Loop Inverse (CLI) Architecture
The closed-loop inverse architecture is pictured in Fig. 4 .
CLo is the inverse of the closed-loop system using the nominal plant model, while H CL is the true closed-loop system. Examples of CLI in the literature include [14] - [18] , all of which use CLI to track a fixed y d reference trajectory. Referring to Fig. 2 , the model inverse V which implements the CLI architecture is
CL , the r computed by the inverse system causes y to exactly match y d . Again, this is unrealistic given uncertainty in P .
While both architectures use output feedback to reduce plant modeling error sensitivity, it is unclear if there are sensitivity reduction advantages with PI or CLI for our applications. Sections IV through VI will therefore focus on the settle time comparison between PI and CLI when P is uncertain.
III. NMP INVERSION ALGORITHMS
We have yet to discuss how to compute the nominal plant and closed-loop inverses in V P I and V CLI . This is complicated by the fact that P o is NMP, which also causes H CLo to be NMP because C is an internally stabilizing compensator. NMP systems are more difficult to treat with model inversion methods because the inverse system is unstable and can lead to unbounded plant inputs.
The available algorithms for NMP inversion generally fall into one of two possible categories: direct treatment of the NMP zeros or stable approximation. Direct inversion methods attempt to use the unstable model-inverse directly but maintain bounded plant inputs by either pre-loading the initial conditions [11] , using noncausal plant inputs [8] , [10] , [12] , or adjusting the desired reference trajectory 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 FrIP12.1 [13] . Alternatively, approximate inversion techniques replace the unstable inverse system with a stable approximation [14] - [18] . We are interested in investigating inversion architectures here, not NMP inversion algorithms, and we choose the Zero Phase Error Tracking Controller (ZPETC), which was developed in [14] and is discussed below.
A. Zero Phase Error Tracking Controller (ZPETC)
The ZPETC model inversion method provides a stable approximation to the unstable NMP inverse [14] - [17] . This well-known, straightforward technique is also computationally feasible for our applications and allows us to focus this study on the algebraic, simulation, and experimental architecture comparisons.
The ZPETC method is based on canceling all poles and minimum phase zeros, while canceling the phase shift (but not the gain change) induced by the NMP zeros. Using the PI architecture as an example, we must first partition the nominal plant into acceptable and unacceptable zeros for inversion
where d represents the plant delay, B co is the numerator polynomial with all invertible zeros, A o contains all poles, and B uo is the uninvertible zeros polynomial
n is thus the order of the polynomial for the uninvertible zeros. The ZPETC method then results in a stable approxi-
where
We have used the PI architecture as an example, but the same process can be applied to the CLI architecture to produce a stable approximation of the nominal closed-loop inverse dynamics. ZPETC results in a noncausal filter with n + d samples of advance. This advance amounts to pre-actuation of the plant and requires the y d trajectory to be known in advance, as well as the seek start time. In the applications of interest, the y d trajectory is completely specified before the seek but the seek start time is unknown. Therefore, each seek will need to wait n + d samples after the seek start time before motion begins. This is equivalent to multiplying (5) by the delay z −(n+d) to force P −1 o to be causal. This delay lengthens the settle time and is included in all of our simulation and experimental results.
IV. ALGEBRAIC COMPARISONS
In this section, we compare closed-loop system dynamics for the PI and CLI architectures in Figs. 3 and 4. We develop the general algebraic relationships for any stable approximate inversion scheme, including ZPETC as well as other techniques [15] , [18] , [19] . Motivated by the plant partitioning scheme in (3), we write the nominal and true plant dynamics, respectively, as
For convenience, we will assume any plant delay d is contained within the B c and B co polynomials. We also assume a minimum phase compensator described by
where C N and C D are the numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively. We let B * uo denote some stable approximation to the inverse of B uo
The exact form of B * uo is unnecessary for this algebraic analysis. (For ZPETC, B * uo is a polynomial approximation.) Finally, the nominal plant inverse can be written as
Given these definitions, the PI system dynamics from input y d to output y are
where H CL is the true closed-loop dynamics
Conveniently, (11) separates the PI system dynamics into two factors, where only the second factor, H CL , contains uncertainty. The CLI system dynamics from y d to y can similarly be expressed as
Comparing (13) with (11), we again see that all uncertainty enters the CLI system dynamics through the multiplicative factor H CL . The first factors in (11) and (13) are similar but not exactly the same, and do not show any obvious superiority of one architecture over another. By making certain assumptions on P , we can separate the possibilities into the following three categories and provide further insight.
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A. Minimum Phase Plant Dynamics
The y d to y closed-loop systems greatly simplify when P and P o are assumed minimum phase. In this case, B u = B uo = B * uo = 1, and the two architectures yield the same y d to y dynamics
If we further assume that the modeling error is zero (A = A o and B c = B co ), (14) becomes unity and we achieve perfect tracking with either architecture.
B. Nonminimum Phase, Certain Plant Dynamics
When P is NMP, B u , B uo , and B * uo are no longer equal to 1. We can still simplify (11) and (13) 
This case is discussed in detail in [19] , where it is shown that the CLI architecture achieves superior settle time performance when compared to the PI architecture. This is a result of (16) having no pole dynamics and a finite impulse response (FIR). We will see a simulation example of this special case in the Section V.
C. Nonminimum Phase, Uncertain Plant Dynamics
In this case, there are no simplifications on P and we are left with the full forms of (11) and (13) . After some manipulation, we can relate these equations through
The choice of NMP inversion algorithm will affect the term 1 − B * uo B uo . Using ZPETC, 1 − B * uo B uo has zero phase shift at all frequencies, and zero magnitude at low frequencies that approaches unity as frequency increases. The true closed-loop dynamics H CL for our systems of interest act in an opposite manner, with unity magnitude at low frequencies that approaches zero magnitude at extremely high frequencies. The exact makeup of these two factors in the middle frequency range will determine how closely the PI dynamics match the CLI dynamics in (17) . We therefore rely on simulation and experimental data in Sections V and VI to compare the PI and CLI architectures with realistic plant and compensator dynamics.
V. SIMULATION COMPARISONS
The PI and CLI y d to y system dynamics are complicated for plants with uncertainty, as described in (11) and (13) . In this section, we use simulation comparisons to shed light on the differences between the two. The comparison simulations are implementations of Figs. 3 and 4, with a 4 th -order NMP nominal plant model P o used in the inverse filter and a 3 rd -order compensator C. The nominal plant model is a least squares fit to empirical input-output data from an experimental disk drive system. The model has 2 NMP zeros outside the unit circle at z 1,2 = −0.911±j0.556, resulting in n = 2 in (5). The compensator has a sample rate of 15 kHz, includes an integrator, and is designed to provide 45
• of phase margin, 8 dB of gain margin, and a loop bandwidth of 600 Hz. Fig. 5 shows the nominal loop gain CP o .
We compare the PI and CLI architectures for three different models of the true plant P : 1) P = P o : This case was investigated algebraically in (15) and (16). 2) Low frequency modeling error: The true plant's low frequency mode has a shifted ω n . This parametric structured uncertainty is very typical in the applications of interest. 3) High frequency unmodeled mode: An extra resonance mode, not present in P o , occurs in P at high frequency. Again, we are interested in this type of unstructured high frequency uncertainty because it is common in the application plant sets. Fig. 5 shows the frequency response for the three loop gain models of interest.
We wish to evaluate CLI and PI over a sequence of y d signals of increasing aggressiveness. We simply derive y d from the double integral of a constant acceleration pulse followed by a constant deceleration pulse. By decreasing the duration and increasing the magnitude of the pulses, we can alter the duration and thus the aggressiveness of y d . The simulation comparisons investigate the minimum achievable t s as we decrement the y d duration from 8 to 1 unit of normalized time.
A. Nominal Plant Simulation
While there is no modeling error in this case, the NMP stable approximation results in an imperfect cancellation between P −1 o and P . Fig. 6 shows the normalized actual settle time of y, denoted t a , versus the normalized desired settle time of y d , denoted t d , as we decrement the duration of y d . Ideally, t a = t d , but t a for both PI and CLI is offset 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 FrIP12.1 from the ideal line. This offset results from a pre-actuation delay of 4 samples for both CLI and PI. Referring to (5), both P o and H CLo have 2 NMP zeros (n = 2) and 2 delay samples (d = 2). Modulo this delay, both the PI and CLI t a curves follow the ideal as we contract y d , and achieve the same minimum normalized settle time of 2.25 at t d = 1. This seems to contradict the differences in (15) and (16) .
By investigating the plant output trajectories, we discover the cause of the similarity between PI and CLI settle performance. Fig. 7 shows the PI and CLI output trajectories for the most aggressive t d trajectory (t d = 1). Also included in this plot are the ±5% settle boundaries used in all simulations and experiments. As expected from the FIR closed-loop system dynamics, the CLI output trajectory perfectly tracks the final y d location after a fixed number of samples. The PI output trajectory shows some amount of overshoot consistent with excitation of the dominant closed-loop system mode. Again, this is expected because (15) includes H CL . Even though PI does not track y d as well as CLI, both architectures provide the same settle time performance because the settle boundaries are large enough to contain the PI overshoot. This case is investigated in much more depth using tighter settle boundaries in [19] for plants without uncertainty.
B. Low Frequency Modeling Error Simulation
In order to investigate realistic low frequency modeling error in the applications, we shift the natural frequency of the low frequency mode from 90 Hz to 40 Hz in P . We must now rely on the more complex relationships in (11) and (13) to describe the closed-loop system dynamics. Again, we use the normalized actual versus desired settle time plot in Fig. 8 to compare PI and CLI performance. We now see a deterioration in performance relative to the ideal behavior and a difference between the two architectures. CLI achieves a faster normalized settle time (t a = 3.5 at t d = 2.75) than PI (t a = 5 at t d = 1). The output trajectories in Fig. 9 show an increase in the excitation of the closed-loop dynamics with PI relative to CLI.
To explain this difference, we plot the frequency response of the y d to y system dynamics from (11) and (13) in Fig. 10 . The phase shift due to the pre-actuation delay has been artificially removed from this response to better see differences in phase error. The perfect tracking frequency response should have unity magnitude and zero phase shift at all frequencies. Both PI and CLI show magnitude roll-off at high frequencies, which is an artifact of the ZPETC stable approximation algorithm. While PI has less magnitude error at the highest frequencies, the system gain is very small and the y d trajectory has little energy in this region. At lower frequencies near 1 kHz, the PI architecture has 8.5
• of phase error, while CLI has less than 2
• . The lower frequency deviations between PI and CLI have a larger effect on the settle time results because the (r, u ff ) inputs generally have more energy at lower frequencies. This explains why CLI is able to achieve smaller t a .
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C. High Frequency Unmodeled Dynamics Simulation
High frequency unmodeled dynamics are also common across the plant populations. In order to simulate the effect of unmodeled dynamics, we augment the true plant P with an extra resonance mode (ω n = 3.5 kHz and ζ = 0.04). Fig. 11 shows the resulting actual settle times as we decrement y d . The deterioration in performance relative to the ideal line is less pronounced than in the low frequency modeling error case, and there is less difference between PI and CLI. The minimum normalized t a for PI is 4 which occurs at t d = 1.5, and t a = 3.5 at t d = 1 for CLI. The output trajectories for the most aggressive seek (t d = 1) are plotted in Fig. 12 . Both architectures have large overshoot, and also 3.5 kHz content in the settle trajectories. PI shows slightly more excitation of the 3.5 kHz unmodeled mode, which is confirmed by the y d to y frequency response in Fig. 13 . The magnitude error shows more peaking in PI at the unmodeled mode frequency. The unmodeled mode also causes significant lower frequency magnitude and phase error for both PI and CLI. This results in excitation of the closedloop dynamics and large overshoot, but at a higher frequency than the low frequency modeling error case.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS
We now seek to experimentally verify the simulation conclusions from Section V . The experimental setup is the same disk drive system after which P o was modeled previously. Therefore, we apply the same ZPETC filters used from the PI and CLI simulations. Fig. 14 is the normalized actual settle time plot, which looks very similar to the high frequency unmodeled dynamics simulation case in Fig. 11 . CLI and PI show little difference in achievable settle time. Figs. 15 and 16 show the experimentally measured and simulated output trajectories for two y d input trajectories: t d = 7.75 and t d = 1. Simulation and experiment agree well for the slower seeks, but deviate for the aggressive t d = 1 seeks. We do not see the extremely low frequency settle trajectories observed in Fig. 9 with low frequency modeling error. Instead, we notice higher frequency overshoot for the aggressive seeks with some evidence of a high frequency mode oscillation. The overshoot and excitation of this high frequency mode are slightly less with CLI. We do not have a perfect model of the experimental hardware, but we can make some conclusions about the hardware based on the similarities between this experimental data and the simulation data. There is no evidence of the extremely low frequency settle trajectories, as we saw in the low frequency modeling error simulation. This would suggest our model of the hardware matches well at low frequency. We do see settle trajectories for the most aggressive seeks which are very similar to the high frequency error simulations. Thus, we expect this deviation is caused by higher frequency modeling error. At this time, it is unknown if this high frequency model mismatch could be corrected through better identification or adaptation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this paper is to compare the performance of plant-inverse (PI) and closed-loop inverse (CLI) architectures for settle time reduction using stable approximate NMP system inversion. Through algebraic, simulation, and experimental analysis, we can make several conclusions about the PI and CLI architectures for our plant dynamics of interest. First, there are no differences between these architectures if the plant P is minimum phase (MP). It is only when P has NMP zeros that we see a difference. Second, when P is NMP and certain, there is a clear advantage to using CLI over PI. The CLI closed-loop dynamics have a finite impulse response (FIR), which leads to an output trajectory y that perfectly reaches the desired target position after a fixed number of samples. Finally, when P is NMP and uncertain, the two architectures are related through (17) . In simulation, we show that low frequency modeling errors exaggerate the settle time differences between PI and CLI for our plant dynamics of interest. In this case, CLI clearly outperforms PI. When the modeling errors are at higher frequencies, simulation and experimental results show that the advantage of using CLI for settle time improvements becomes negligible.
Future work will focus on adding on-line adaptation to our model-inverse using repetitive information. As shown in our simulation results, plant modeling errors, especially at lower frequencies, can cause a significant reduction in settle time performance. We would like to recover the P = P o settle time performance over the population of plant dynamics through a parameter adaptive model-inverse system focused on lower and middle frequency structured uncertainty. Unfortunately, the model inverse will always be a reduced order approximation to the true plant dynamics because of high frequency unmodeled modes. When aggressive y d trajectories begin to excite these unmodeled modes, it may be possible to use the repetitive information to adaptively shape y d and improve settle performance further.
